
The CSC as an LF condition: evidence from Neg-raising in Japanese 
  In this paper, I examine the behavior of Japanese negative concord items (NCIs) in the context of VP 
coordination (VPC). My aim here is twofold: first to demonstrate that Japanese has the operation of 
Neg-raising (N-R) and that this is subject to Last Resort (LR) (or Scope Economy); and second to argue 
that this LR nature of N-R provides evidence that the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) should be 
viewed as a representational constraint, rather than as a derivational constraint. 
  Since Ross 1967, the unacceptability of examples like (1) has been attributed to the CSC. Although it 
appears possible to take this constraint as a derivational constraint which bans particular kinds of 
movement, a number of researchers have argued that it should rather be regarded as a constraint on LF 
(or semantic) representations (e.g. Fox 2000, Lin 2001, Ruys 1993). In particular, Fox (2000) proposes 
deriving CSC effects from the two assumptions in (2). E.g., the two component structures (CSs) of (1) 
are (3a&b). Since (3b) violates the ban on vacuous quantification (BVQ), the example is ruled out. In 
contrast, (5a&b) are the CSs of (4). Because neither of them violates the BVQ or any other grammatical 
constraints, the example is grammatical. 
  The main data I examine in this paper concern the behavior of Japanese NCIs in the context of VPC. I 
first introduce some basic properties of Japanese VPC. In this construction, the verb in the final conjunct 
is inflected for tense, while verbs in non-final conjuncts are in their bare forms (cf. Takano 2004). (6) is 
an example with VPC, where the final verb carries the negative marker (Neg) (“&” = invisible 
conjunction). The only possible interpretation of this sentence is (7a). Crucially, it cannot mean (7b) (cf. 
also Fukushima 1999). This indicates that in (6) Neg can take scope only within the second conjunct, and 
that it cannot appear above the coordinated VP as in (8). (In this paper, I am not concerned with exactly 
where Neg appears. What I call VPC here may turn out to be something different (e.g. NegP 
coordination), but I will continue to call it VPC just for the sake of convenience.) 
  Now consider the examples with NCIs in (9)-(13), whose schematic structures are summarized in 
(14a-e), respectively. From the data, we can draw the descriptive generalization in (15). E.g., (13)/(14e) 
is unacceptable because one of its CSs fails to contain Neg, although it contains an NCI, as seen in (16). 
(Here I am not concerned with the precise mechanism of NCI licensing. For this matter, see Giannakidou, 
to appear, and Watanabe 2004, among many others) (15) is also confirmed by data involving another type 
of NCI (i.e. NP-sika ‘NP-except’) or an NCI in the subject position, though I omit giving them here. 
  The crucial observation for my argument is that when Neg appears on the final verb and an NCI 
appears above the coordinate structure, the sentence is acceptable, which is illustrated by (17) (cf. (14e)). 
If (15) is correct, however, in (17), Neg should appear outside the coordinate structure. That is, the 
structure of (17) should be like (18b), rather than (18a). Now recall that when there is no NCI above the 
coordinate structure, Neg cannot appear outside the coordinate structure (see (8)). Thus, we can draw the 
generalization in (19). How can we capture this generalization most naturally? 
  I claim that Neg is base-generated within VP in Japanese and may undergo raising as a LR. In this 
analysis, Neg can raise out of the coordinated VP in (17) as a LR to license the NCI, as shown in (20). 
The unacceptability of (13)/(14e) indicates that N-R occurs overtly in Japanese: otherwise, covert N-R 
should save the example. 
  The LR nature of N-R also manifests itself in another circumstance. It is observed in Kato 1988 that 
sentences like (21) allow for only total negation readings, but in reality, partial negation readings are also 
possible for some speakers. These speakers accept the partial negation reading of (22), which shows that 
N-R may occur as a last resort to create a new scope interpretation which is unavailable before it occurs 
(cf. Fox’s (1995, 2000) Scope Economy; cf. also Boeckx 2001). I assume with Fox (2000: 48-49) that 
coordination is invisible to Scope Economy, so that N-R cannot be licensed in (6) although it could 
create a new scope relation between Neg and coordination (i.e. ¬(VP1&VP2)). 
  So far, I have assumed implicitly that in (17) (and (22)) N-R occurs from the second conjunct in 
apparent violation of the CSC, as in (20). Now, let us consider another imaginable derivation, which 
involves ATB N-R, as shown in (23). If the above discussion is on the right track, this derivation should 
be blocked by LR. This is so because if the underlying structure of (17) contained two Neg’s as in (23), 
the NCI should be licensed without N-R (cf. (12)/(14d)), and hence this operation would violate LR. 
Thus, we can conclude that the derivation in (20) is the only possible derivation for (17).  
  This conclusion is in favor of viewing the CSC as a representational constraint, rather than a 
derivational constraint. This is because if the CSC were a derivational constraint and banned non-ATB 
extraction from a coordinate structure, N-R as in (20) should be blocked, while such N-R is permitted by 
the representational CSC defined as in (2), as long as it does not create an operator-variable chain. 
  To sum up, it is argued in this paper that N-R occurs as a LR in Japanese, and that this LR nature of 
N-R lends support to the representational approach to the CSC. 



(1.) *What did Mary [send t on Monday] and [receive the parcel on Wednesday]? 
(2.) a. A sentence with a coordinate structure is well-formed only if each of its component structures 

(CSs) independently satisfies grammatical constraints. (adapted from Fox 2000: 50) 
 b. CSs of a sentence with a coordinate structure =def structures each of which is composed of one 

of the conjuncts together with the material above the coordinate structure 
(3.) a. what did Mary send t on Monday   b.   what did Mary receive the parcel on Wednesday 
(4.) What did Mary [send t on Monday] and [receive t on Wednesday]? 
(5.) a. what did Mary send t on Monday   b.   what did Mary receive t on Wednesday 
(6.) Taroo-ga [kyoo ringo-o   tabe]&[kinoo    koohii-o   nom-ana-katta]. 
 T.-NOM  today apple-ACC eat   yesterday coffee-ACC drink-NEG-PAST 
(7.) a. ‘Taroo ate an apple today and didn’t drink coffee yesterday’ (VP1&¬VP2) 
 b. *‘Taroo didn’t eat an apple today and drink coffee yesterday’ (¬(VP1&VP2)) 
(8.) *[VP [VP …… V]&[VP …… V]] Neg 
(9.) John-ga [kyoo Taroo-o  home] &[kinoo    dare-mo sikar-ana-katta]. 
 J.-NOM  today T.-ACC  praise   yesterday who-MO scold-NEG-PAST 
 ‘John praised Taroo today and didn’t scold anyone yesterday.’ 
(10.) *John-ga [kyoo dare-mo home] &[kinoo    Hanako-o sikar-ana-katta]. 
 J.-NOM   today who-MO praise   yesterday H.-ACC   scold-NEG-PAST 
 ‘John praised anyone today and didn’t scold Hanako yesterday.’ 
(11.) John-ga [kyoo dare-mo home-zu] &[kinoo    dare-mo sikar-ana-katta]. 
 J.-NOM  today who-MO praise-NEG  yesterday who-MO scold-NEG-PAST 
 ‘John didn’t praise anyone today and didn’t scold anyone yesterday.’ 
(12.) Dare-moi  John-ga [kyoo ti  home-zu] & [kinoo    ti  sikar-ana-katta].  (NCI scrambled) 
 who-MO   J.-NOM today   praise-NEG  yesterday    scold-NEG-PAST 
 ‘John praised nobody today and scolded nobody yesterday.’ 
(13.) *Dare-moi  John-ga [kyoo ti  home-zu] & [kinoo   ti  sikat-ta].        (NCI scrambled) 
 who-MO    J.-NOM today   praise-NEG  yesterday  scold-PAST 
 ‘John didn’t praise anyone today and scolded anyone yesterday.’ 
(14.) a. ok… [ …… ]&[ … NCI … Neg]          b.  *… [ … NCI … ]&[ …… Neg] 
 c. ok… [ … NCI … Neg]&[ … NCI … Neg]   d.  okNCI … [ …… Neg]&[ … … Neg] 
 e. *NCI … [ …… Neg]&[ …… ]         (cf. Yoon 1994, among many others, for Korean) 
(15.) If a CS of a sentence contains an NCI, it must also contain Neg. 
(16.) a. NCI …… [ …… Neg]   b.   NCI …… [ …… ] 
(17.) Dare-moi  John-ga kyoo  ti  home  & kinoo    ti  sikar-ana-katta.     (NCI scrambled) 
 who-MO   J.-NOM today   praise    yesterday   scold-NEG-PAST 
 ‘Nobody is such that Prof. Yamada praised him today and scolded him yesterday.’ (cf. (10)) 
(18.) a.  *NCI …… [[ …… V]&[ …… V-Neg]]   b.  NCI …… [[ …… V]&[ …… V]] Neg 
(19.) Neg can appear above a coordinated VP only when there is an NCI above the coordinated VP 

which needs to be licensed by the Neg. 
(20.) NCI … [ …… ]&[ …… Neg] 
                   |   ↑ 
(21.) Zen’in-ga Taroo-o  home-na-katta. 
 all-NOM   T.-ACC  praise-NEG-PAST 
 ‘All didn’t praise Taroo.’ (∀ > Neg) / ‘It is not that all praised Taroo.’ (Neg > ∀) 
(22.) Zen’in-ga kyoo  Taroo-o  home & kinoo    Hanako-o sikar-ana-katta. 
 all-NOM   today T.-ACC  praise   yesterday H.-ACC   scold-NEG-PAST 
 ‘It is not that all praised T. today and scolded H. yesterday’ (Neg > ∀) / (∀ > Neg) also ok 
(23.) NCI … [ …… Neg]&[ …… Neg] 
            |          |   ↑ 
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